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Proceedings of the Tenth Annual Meeting of the
American Association of Official Horti-

cultural Inspectors-( Continued)

Second Session December 29, 1.30 p. m., New National Museum

Meeting was called to order by President Sherman who introduced
Dr. S. A. Forbes.

WHAT SHOULD THE STATE REQUIRE OF A NEGLIGENT
OWNER OF A DANGEROUS ORCHARD?

By 8T],;PHJ<}N A. FORB],;S, Illinois Stale Entomologist

In suggesting this topic for this meeting-and I believe it was placed
upon our programme at my request-I had no intention of preparing
a paper upon it myself, but thought merely of obtaining a discussion
of it in the hope that we might have a comparison of ideas and methods
which would be helpful to us all. Perhaps the best way for me to
open such a discussion is to describe to you the situation as it has
developed in my own state, and the solution of our problem at which
we have lately arrived.

I have been at work now for several years in Illinois, under our
inspection law, upon what has come to appear as an impracticable
programme. Under our law, dangerously infested orchards and other
such property are a public nuisance, the maintenance of which, after
due notice and requirement, is punishable as a misdemeanor; but
the failure of the owner of such dangerous property to suppress the
nuisan('(' pointed out to him has been followed by an effort to suppress
it on my part, the expenses of the operation to be collected from the
npgligent owner, who is further liable to prosecution and fine.

This system works out in the following manner: I can only deter-
mine whetlwf premises are so infested as to be dangerous to adjacent
property by an inspection made in the fall after the leaves have dropped
and afkr the season of multiplication of the San Jose scale is virtually
over. With the area now to be covered by such inspections in
Illinois, the whole early part of the winter is required to take this
first step. I must then notify the responsible owner of the existence
of the nuisance on his premises, and must prescribe methods for its
rcmova.l, giving him, of course, sufficient time to make his preparations
and do this work; and his work must be done in time to pcrmit me to
make a second general inspection throughout the whole territory
infested, to ascertain whether these nuisances have actually been
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suppressed-whether the necessary spraying has been done, and
done effectively. And this second inspection must be completed in
time to allow me to follow it up with an effective general spraying
operation, wherever the dangerous conditions have not been wholly
removed. But the first inspection being made during the early part
of the winter, and active spraying being impracticable or useless with
us in the midwinter months, orchard treatment must go over in the
main until towards spring, and the season during which effective
treatment is possible will be gone before all these various steps can
be taken in succession. We have of late, consequently, been obliged
to limit our operations to a part of the territory to be covered, in
order that we might get over it all in time; and elsewhere we have had
to trust to the owners of dangerous properties for such spraying as we
could induce them to do. Enough orchards have thus been left un-
treated at the end of the season to cause vigorous complaint both on
the part of those who have felt themselves compelled to spray and on
the part of the commercial orchardists who take the best care they
can of their property but who find their carefully treated trees still
endangered by the neglect of their neighbors.

I have been asked this fall, in fact, by our State Horticultural Soci-
ety, to prepare a description of the legislation necessary to compel the
·destruction of dangerous orchards and other such property which
the owner is persistently neglecting to the disadvantage and loss of
his neighbor. I thought it well, however, to learn first just what
powers I had under our present law, and consequently put the ques-
tion to the Attorney-General of the state, who replied to the effect
that our Illinois law already clearly contemplates the enforced destruc-
tion of dangerous property where I deem this necessary to the safety
of other property adjacent, and that I am warranted in proceeding
upon that interpretation provided that I am careful to keep strictly
within the letter of the law. I have consequently changed this fall
the form of notice given to owners of dangerously infested properties
in a manner to advise them that their infested trees and shrubs must
be either effectively sprayed or dug up and destroyed by the first of
April, and that, if found at that time to be still dangerously infested,
they must be destroyed by the first of the following June. In other
words, I have put myself in position to enforce effective treatment of
infested property under a penalty of a destruction of the infested
stock, provided this treatment is not administered in due time.

The attitude of our leading horticulturists upon that subject is
shown by a resolution presented at the last meeting of the State Society
by a special committee on this subject, and unanimously aclopted by
the Society in the following terms: "RESOLVED, that the welfare
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of horticulture and the best interests of the intelligent and responsible
horticulturist require the prompt suppression of all dangerous horti-
cultural nuisances as these are defined in our state inspection laws,
and that we approve and wi.llsupport the State Entomologist in all
neees:'\ary lawful measures to that end. This statement is intended
to inelude the destruction of infested or infected trees and shrubs
negleeted by the owner, and so situated as to be dangerous to the
property of others." I shall hope to have the experience and the
judgment of others upon the situations thus described.

One other point may be interesting to you, and that is the real
extent and scope of some of our laws passed with primary reference to
the :::;anJosr scale. ",Vehave some of us sown a seed that will produce
a crop quite different from what we bad in mind when sowing. I am
advised by the Attorney-General of Illinois that our so-called San
Jose scale law, althou~h designed and drawn especially for the control
of the San Jose scale, is expressed in terms so general (in order to make
it cover all possible cases) that it really applies to insect pests of every
description as affecting any kind of property whatsoever. He tells
me, in other words, that I have the same powers and obligations with
respect to a wheat field infested by chinch-bugs likely to escape at
harvest time to the injury of the corn of an adjacent neighbor that
I have with reference to the San Jose scale in an infested orchard.
We have thus obtained a general crop-pest law in Illinois without
knowing it or, indeed, intending it at the time; and I am making
some use of this fact this winter to arouse attention to the chinch-
bug situation in the southern part of our state, by showing farmers
concerned that by an attitude of indifference and inactivity with
reference to their infested fields they are really violating a law of the
state.

A RECENT DECISION OF THE SUPREME COURT OF
KANSAS

By S. J. H=TER, State Entonwwgist, University of Kansas, Lawrence

[Professor Hunter putlined the history of the case and called attention to the far-
l'l.'urhin/l: significance of the decision, which latter is reproduced below.-ED.]

No. 17226.
S. W. Balch, Appellant,

v.
A. P. Glenn, et al., Appellees.

Appeal from Sedgwick County.
Affirmed.
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